show how to use Mathematica programs for computations the equations of the patch of the surfaces. The surface with quadratic patches is defined through a given set of six points and the surface with cubic patches is defined through a given set of ten points.
II. Quadratic Surfaces
The quadratic surfaces [1] are the second order algebraic equations and it is named surfaces z = f (x, y) which are denoted by the quadratic equations which has the form Examples of quadratic surfaces (see Fig.1 ) include the cone, cylinder, ellipsoid, elliptic cone, elliptic cylinder, elliptic hyperboloid, elliptic paraboloid, hyperbolic cylinder, hyperbolic paraboloid, paraboloid, sphere, and spheroid and these surfaces are said to be quadratic because all possible products of two of the variables x, y, z appear in quadratic equation. 
2-
The quadratic surfaces are non ruled or oval like ellipsoid hyperboloid of two sheets and elliptic paraboloid when the both families are non real and different.
3-
The quadratic surfaces are singly ruled and degenerate like cylindar and cone when the both families are coincide to one family. Any plane section of quadratic is conic sections.
III. Cubic Surfaces
The Cubic surface are the third order algebraic equations in four homogenous variables f(x, y, z, w) = 0. i.e., it is the vanishing set of homogenous polynomial of degree 3 in 
Examples of cubic surfaces (see Fig.2 ) include Clebsech diagonal surface which is designing by ten points and 27 lines and every three lines meet in a point [2] and also Cayley cubic surface which designing by four double points such that each one corresponds to a set of three points on a line in the plane.
Clebsech diagonal surface
Cayley cubic surface Fig.2 
IV. The Methods To Design Surface Patch
There are many methods to design surfaces: 1-Ferguson(1963) [7] used parametric equations for the definitions of curves and surfaces in aircraft designed and Ferguson surface patch defined by this matrix. Bezier(1970) has recombined the terms of Ferguson surface patch in away that make physical meaning of vector coefficients more apparent see [4] , [6] , [7] and Bezier surface patch defined by (8) Bezier patch (see Fig. 3 ) is designed in terms of a characteristic polyhedron which is specified in terms of position vectors r ij of its 16 vertices. Coons (1967) [7] formed coons patches(see Fig. 4 ) which constructed from information given on its boundary and certain auxiliary scalar functions of u and v by dividing the surface into an assembly of topological rectangular patches each of which has its boundaries two u-curves and two v-curves. The Coons patch is defined by has four original curves as its boundaries and defined by this matrix 
VI. Quadratic Patch
For quadratic patch of the surface [8] :
The general method is:
From this equation, there are five unknowns f x , f y , f xy , f xx , f yy with five equations. Form a set of five equations as follows: 
To solve these unknowns there exist six points as follows: (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 , z 3 ), (x 4 , y 4 , z 4 ), (x 5 , y 5 , z 5 ), (x 6 , y 6 , z 6 ). Take a point as an initial point (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ). We can be written the equations of unknowns by matrix form as follows: 
So we can solve this system to find the values of f x , f y , f xx , f xy , f yy and then substitute in above equation to find the equation of the patch of the surface.
By using Mathematica program to input above matrix
Let it is required to design a quadratic patch of a surface through the points: (0, 0, 3), (4, 1, 5), (-2, 2, 2), (1, 4, 6), (3, 6, 3), (6, 3, 1). Using Mathematica program to inter these points:
There are two methods to solve the linear system m.v = s by using Mathematica program.
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The first method: Since we interred the six points so from mathematica program we can get without any calculations and also matrix v as follows:
And then using linear solve command to get the unknowns The Second method:
We use RowReduce command to get the five unknowns
We get the same results z = 3 + 1.45139 x + 1.36806 y -0.2569445 x 2 -0.2222222222xy -0.173611 y 2 .
The program listed above help us to compute quadratic patch of the surface for any six points. 
VII. Cubic Patch
From this equation, there are nine unknowns f x , f y , f xy , f xx , f yy , f xxx , f xxy , f xyy , f yyy with nine equations. . To solve these unknowns there exist ten points as follows: (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 , z 3 ), (x 4 , y 4 , z 4 ), (x 5 , y 5 , z 5 ), (x 6 , y 6 , z 6 ), (x 7 , y 7 , z 7 ), (x 8 , y 8 , z 8 ), (x 9 , y 9 , z 9 ). Take a point as an initial point (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ). We can be written the equations of unknowns by matrix form as follows: So we can solve this system to find the values of nine unknowns f x , f y , f xy , f xx , f yy , f xxx , f xxy , f xyy , f yyy and then substitute in above equation to find the equation of the patch of the surface. By using Mathematica program to input above matrix
